
snow was not safe and he had frostbitten hands. Five hours later they were back at the
camp, which had been buried in their absence.

The next morning Andy Simkins and John Walsh went up to help them down and
then make a 2nd attempt. They set off earlier across the upper glacier to the
bergschrund, but here were caught by a ferocious thunderstorm and had to shelter in
the crevasse for a few hours. Disappointed, they made their way back to the camp,
and I decided that we unfortunately did not have enough reser.ve to try again. We
came back down to Base Camp, recovering as much equipment as possible and where
safe cutting off the fixed ropes. The trip back to Kathmandu was an epic of missed
vehicles, planes and trains, but that is another story.

Api is a fantastic peak in a fabulous area. We thoroughly enjoyed the trip, even
though we are a little disappointed at missing the top. The route is proved and we
wish the next attempt all the best.

Team. Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw Bt, (Leader), Meryon Bridges (Deputy
Leader), Tim Finnegan (Doctor), Andy Simkins, Peter Sargeant, Duncan Sperry,
Paul Rigg, Rick Broad, David Baggaley, John Arthy, John Walsh, Stan Owen.

The Picas de Eurapa

Louis C. Baume

The range of mountains running W from the Mediterranean Sea-the Pyrenees,
which divide France from Spain-ends at the Bay of Biscay but another range
continues for 600km along the N coast of Spain until, in the area ofCape Finisterre, it
disappears beneath the Atlantic waters.

Where the 3 provinces of Leon, Santander and Asturias meet (90km WSW of the
town of Santander) this range, mainly of limestone formation, rises up to form a
compact, remote and harsh massif approximately 35km wide and 15km deep: the
Picos de Europa-the Mons Vindius of ancient times-rising to over 2600m and
virtually unknown until nearly the end of the last century when they were explored
and climbed by the Comte de Saint-Saud.

The Picos, to the immediate N of the main Cordillera Cant<ibrica, comprise in fact
3 separate mountain blocks; these are bounded and divided by 4 northward flowing
rivers coursing through deep, narrow and savage gorges. From E to W these rivers
are: 1) the Deva, rising at Fuente De in the green and wooded Valle de Liebana,
which forms the SE boundary of the Picos, and flowing through Espinama and Potes
then N to Panes. 2) the Duje, flowing down from the Aliva mines N, close by Sotres,
and W to Puente Poncebos where it meets 3) the Cares gorge, coming down from the
upper Valdeon (SW side of the region) through Cain to Puente Poncebos; from there
the united rivers break through a mountain barrier and, turning E, flow on to Panes
to join up with the Deva, which thence runs out to the sea. 4) the Sella, whose source
lies in the upper Sajambre valley (adjoining Valdeon), flowing through Cangas de
Onis to the Bay of Biscay.
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79 Tom Cerredo (This and nexl 4 photos: West Col Archives)

The 3 massifs en losed within Ihese boundaries are the Macizo Oricmal (or de
Andara), the Macizo Central (or de rrides) and the Macizo Occidental (or
Corni6n). The E ma 'sif is the smallest in area; it has 22 summits over 2000m, the
highesl being Tabla de Lechugales (2441 m). The central massif is the most elevated
of the 3 and offers the greatest scope for climbing; it has 43 summits rising above
2000m with Torre erredo (2648m) the highe l. The W ma if i the most exten 'ive
and has 42 summits of more than 2000m, the loftie·t one being the magnific m Pena

anta de Cast ilia (2596m). The fir t a cem of Tabla de Lechugales wa made by
aint- aud in 1890. in the mistaken belief, ba 'ed on local hearsay, that it was the

highest point of the Picos. Ho\, ever, 'To the we·t', he noted. 'th· central mas if
reveals itself, full ofsurpri cs, in mysterious grandeur'. He crossedLO the Aliva mines
and fl'om there made the first recorded ascem of Pena Vi >ja (2613m). Two years laler
Saint- aud and his party made th fir t ascent ofTorre CelT do and the 2nd ascenl of
Torre del L1ambri6n (2642m), first c1imb'd in 1856.

The most favourable time LO vi 'itthe Picos de Europa is from about mid-August 10

mid-September: becaus' the Pico' are ituated so close LO the Atlamic ocean. the
weather for the re t of the year is unstable with heavy precipitation and low, thick
cloud. The terrain is uch that one would not wish to be caught OUI in it in thick misl.
The region for the mo 't pan is an arid wilderness of bare lime LOne mountain. piued
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with enormou ho)'os, with occasional ncvc of frozen snow, and devoid of tr e and
bushe : only a few hardy alpine plants cling to the rock. A hoyo, ( aSlilian) or IIOU or

JOIl (AslUrian) is a high mountain valley, acting as a funnel for melting now and rain
water, and having no i ue. Th commonest rock formation is orrugated lim lOne
slabs, known locally as 'llambrias': lhi frequently reache' wall angle and in local
terminology is called 'organ pipe. '. The rock is very rough and firm. A par e
vegetation is 10 be found grm ing on the Hoors of ome of th hi her valleys or jollS.
Rtbecos, a 10 al chamois, abound and an be approached quite clo . Ea le and other
bird of pre 'circl around the ummils but small bird appear 10 be few. Bright
orang and black salamander foregather in the afternoon rain, and the fast river
t em with trout.

But water in the mounrain i a problem. Despite the heavy rainfall there ar ,apart
from the main river mentioned and their hort tributarie , no IOrrent ,no tr ams
no permanent tarn The water from rain and melting nows di appear deep
beneath the rock; the hoyos act as enormou ump. the deep re\'ice' worn through
the rock providing additional hazards in poor vi ibility. There are a large number of
juenles, natural pring, and these are marked on map, often inaccuratel ; some of
the mountain huts have one clo e by but, if nOt, relianc mUSI be placed on water
carried up and supplemented with melting snow from an adjacenl ne e.

Robin Collomb and I made twO j urneys 10 the Pi 0 : in 1979, with Tony
l'v1oulam, we spent only a brief 10 day in th area. The following year, a 'companied
this time by John Fowler, we stayed longer. On both occasions we concentrated
mainly on the central and W massifs, the first i'il being primarily a r connais ance

80 Llnmbrion- 'Ii'r o-Blnnen ridge
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to learn the general topography and to assess the logistics-taking in whatever
mountains we could.

Both times we flew to Bilbao then drove by hire-car to Potes, a pleasant little town
with 3 or 4 good hostals, 2 or 3 nice restaurants, and plenty of shops from which food
and other requirements can be purchased. From Potes we drove up the Liebana
valley to Espinama and Fuente De (1080m) where there is a large hotel complex and a
cable-car to whisk one up the precipitous 800m rock wall that forms the S bastion of
the central massif. On our first visit the Teleferico was not operating so we had to
return to Espinama and, with some Spaniards, hire a Landrover to take us up the
exceedingly rough and steep dirt track to the Puertos de Aliva and on to the SW side
of Pena Vieja; on our return we clambered down the Canal de laJenduda, a narrow
and very steep cleft in the 800m wall.

Centrally sited higher up near the Hoyos Negros is the Cabana Veronica (2325m)
with places for 4 (but no spring). From there we were able to ascend the surrounding
peaks of Tiro Llago (2567m), Torre Blanca (2617m), Pico Tesorero (2570m), Torre
de los Horcados Rojos (2506m) and Pena Vieja (2613m); and rather further away,
across some extensive frozen neves (ice-axes were of help here), the Torre del
Llambrion (2642m) and Tiro Tirso (2641m), both from the N side (the more difficult
climbs are on the S side and involve an entirely different approach from the
cableway). From the summit of the Llambrion we had a clear view to the S, over to
the mountains of Alto Carrion in the green Cordillera Cantabrica with its highest
summit, Pena Prieta (2536m), which we had ascended in 1979. A longer 12-hour day
was required for the ascent of Cerredo (2648m), the highest summit of all in the
Picos. The approach had involved crossing 4 high, scree-scarred cols as well as
negotiating the intervening hoyos; the return journey was made by descending into
the J ou sin Tierre and making our way over the Rojos col back to the Veronica.

A great variety of routes ofdifferent grades is to be found on the SW and SE faces of
Pena Vieja, best approached from the Refugio de Aliva (1667m)-this is a hotel
rather than a hut-or from the cableway. It was from the Aliva that, frustrated in our
attempt to reach the Naranjo de Bulnes via the Vidrio and Bonita passes where the
mapping is bad, we turned W to the Pico de Santa Ana (2596m);just to the W of this
crumbly summit are several splendid rock needles (notably Aguja Bustamante and
Aguja de la Canalona) offering more serious climbing.

The Naranjo de Bulnes (first ascent in 1904 by Pedro Pidal and Gregorio Perez) is a
very impressive mountain: standing a little apart from its neighbouring peaks and
though no more than 2519m, it dominates the scene by its sheer size and its steep,
smooth walls. We approached the Naranjo during our second visit from the Fuente
De cableway. Reascending the stony track towards the Veronica hut and branching
off for the Rojos col, we descended into theJ ou de los Boches, then crossed theJ ou sin
Tierre to the Delgado Ubeda hut (2050m) situated in the Vega de Urriello. Recently
enlarged, this refuge has accommodation for 40. The ascent was made the following
day by one of the shorter S wall routes (Grade IV for the first 11 Om, the-n Grade II).
The most difficult climbs are on the NE and W walls, towering up immediately
behind the hut.

To enter the W massif, we approached on both occasions from the N, via
Covadonga and the Enol Lakes to the Vega Redonda hut (1560m), which has room
for 12. Covadonga is a national symbol and place of pilgrimage for it was near here
that the Moors received their first defeat, at the hands ofPelayo, in 718 AD and began
their long retreat through the Picos to Espinama and S back to Africa. Pelayo and the
first kings of Asturias lie buried here.
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82 NaranJo de Bulnes

83 Pena Santa de Castilia
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South-east of the Vega Redonda are the principal summits: Torre (or Peiia) Santa
Maria de Enol (2478m) and Peiia Santa de Cast ilia (2596m). The former was
ascended both years, once from the via a steep neve and the second time from the
SW up very broken rock demanding great care. However, it has excellent technical
routes on sound rock. The Peiia Santa requires a longer approach march across the
Jou Santu-about 3t hours to the foot of the N face Narrow Gully (normal route,
entry pitch of III +, the rest 11 or II +); it is a splendid mountain with some
outstanding climbs of 600m on its S side.

During our 2 tours of the Picos we were able to undertake an extensive exploration
of the area and to climb many of the major summits and several minor ones but, even
so, we sampled only some of the innumerable climbs and traverses that can be done.
Excellent rock climbing is to be had mostly on sound, rough limestone; and there are
hundreds of routes to choose from-routes of 180m to 1000m, including serious
mixed climbs and artificial routes. But, because of the nature of the terrain, the
relative difficulties of access and the remoteness of the mountains from centres of
habitation, careful planning is necessary in order to achieve the most from the time at
one's disposal.

Maps: many, scales I :25.000 and 1:50.000
Guides: (General)]. R. Lueje 'Los Picos de Europa' 3rd edn. 1977.

(Climbing)]. L6pez and M. A. Adrado 'Los Picos de Europa' 1980.

A guidebook in English is in preparation.

The Spanish expedition towards Central
Kangchenjunga 1978

Joaquim Prunes

Midway through 1975 a group ?ffriends in the Terrassa Mountaineering Club began
preparing for the '78 Himalayan Expedition. The objective was Yalung Kang (or
Kangchenjunga West), 8438m high, one of the highest summits on the earth. In
April 1977 we received permission from the Government of Nepal, at the same time
as our expedition project was approved by the Spanish Federation of
Mountaineering. After making many calculations, we came to the conclusion that
the most economic way of carrying the almost 6000kg ofequipment was by means of
two trucks which at the same time would afford the members of the expedition
transport there.

On 15 February, 7 members ofour expedition left Terrassa with all the baggage. It
took 25 days to cross Europe and half of Asia to reach Nepal. At the border of that
country, we met up with the other members who had gon~ by plane to Kathmandu.
Quickly we got to Daran Bazar, the village which was the point of departure for the
approach march. We delayed 3 days in order to hire the 235 porters that would
accompany us, and on 16 March we left Daran Bazar.

The proposed route, one of the longest trails in the Himalayas, presented 2 serious
obstacles which made it even longer. One was the presence of a Polish expedition,
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